INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS

General information

Romanian Journal of Cardiology publishes original articles in the field of cardiovascular physiology and pathology in the form of clinical trials, laboratory, experimental, epidemiological studies etc. Authors should follow the principles of ethics and scientific truth in conducting the study, data acquisition and presentation of results.

For publication, articles will be sent electronically, written at double line spacing with Times New Roman 12 fonts.

Articles will be written in English and Romanian. Only those sent in Romanian will be translated into English by the editorial board (against payment).

Each manuscript must be accompanied by an author’s letter of intent, signed in original by all authors stating that the article has not been sent simultaneously to any other publication and has not been published in another journal in a substantially similar form. The responsibility for the article’s content lies entirely with the authors.

All authors will sign a statement on conflict of interest and will indicate their contribution in the elaboration of that work. The first author is required to collect the statements from all co-authors.

Preparation of manuscript

Title: On the title page the title of the article should be written in English and Romanian, the full name of the authors, academic degree, their affiliation, mailing address and a brief title in English and Romanian (3-6 words) for the following pages of the article, and keywords of the article. The funding sources of the work shall be specified (where applicable).

Summary: The summary in English and Romanian will comprise at most 200 words. It will be composed of the following subtitles: study objectives, methodology applied, study results and conclusions.

Manuscript text: The text of the manuscript should not exceed 12 pages for original studies or general essays and 5 pages for case reports. Abbreviations should be defined at their first use. For names of medicines or other substances used in the presented studies their common international names shall be used. The devices used the studies for drafting the article shall be presented by their trade name, indicating the manufacturer.

Any thanks for cooperation shall be inserted at the end of the text.

Bibliography: The bibliography shall be noted by Arabic numerals in ascending order of appearance in the text, where it will be noted as superscript. References should include the names of all authors, full title of the article, journal, year, volume, pages. Abbreviation of journal name shall be made by using the Index Medicus. We recommend the introduction of present-day references. We recommend quoting the Romanian references, and if the authors have already published in the Romanian Journal of Cardiology, the quotation of these publications.


Figures: Quality of figures should be excellent to enable their correct reproduction. They will not be inserted into the text of the manuscript, but will be presented separately. They will be sent electronically as image files (JPG, TIFF). Each figure shall be accompanied by a caption, where the main data regarding that figure and any abbreviations shall be explained concisely. The figures should be numbered in Arabic numerals in their order of appearance in the text. The number of the figure referenced shall be indicated between round brackets (i.e. Fig.3). Where appropriate, the bibliographical source of the figure shall be specified between brackets (in this case, it should be noted *reproduced with the permission of and the entire bibliographic indication shall be noted) and, in this case, the use of the figure should be made by notice of copyright. Color figures will be published for a fee.

The structures visible in the figure have to be described.

Tables: Tables should be numbered with Arabic numerals in their order of appearance in the text, accompanied by a concise title of the table and eventual explanations. Abbreviations used in the table shall be specified (see recommendation from the figures). If applicable, the bibliographical source of the table and notice of copyright shall be specified between brackets.
The texts submitted for publication will be referenced by 2 reviewers without knowing the authors. The recommendations of the reviewers shall be communicated to the authors for rewriting the article. If the article is approved for publication, the publishing date shall be sent. The refusal of publication will be motivated and communicated to the authors in writing. Unpublished manuscripts will not be returned to the authors.

Manuscripts and their electronic media (CD) can be sent by post or e-mail at the following address:
Romanian Journal of Cardiology
Care of Mr. PhD Professor Eduard Apetrei, chief editor
Emergency Institute for Cardiovascular Diseases “Prof. Dr. C.C. Iliescu”, Sos. Fundeni nr. 258, 022328, Bucharest, Romania.
Tel./Fax: +40-21-318.35.92
E-mail: eapetrei@gmail.com, mihaela_salagean@yahoo.com
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acordă, în acest an,
un premiu pentru cel mai bun articol original din anul 2015
(prim-autori sub 40 de ani).